WHY USE US?
THE ANSWER IS EASY.
EASY to use
EASY on your budget
EASY on your staff
EASY to get started

A revolutionary new FCE software.
Desined and built by physical therapists
for a business just like yours.

aNo specialized equipment
required - use what you
already have

aFast onboarding - no training
or certification needed to
start

aFixed cost per test makes
profitability simple to
calculate

aConduct FCEs while

completing other therapeutic
activities

100% RISK-FREE GUARANTEE

Our PT founders and designers want you
to be completely satisfied while using
webFCE and 100% confident submitting
your report.
Our 100% money-back guarantee means
that if you’re not satisfied with your final
report for any reason, we’ll refund your
money. No catch, no hidden agenda, no
problem. It’s easy.
.

aMinimizes non-billable
documentation time

aComprehensive report

generates automatically

aFully accepted by all major
insurance companies

aHIPAA-Compliant

833.327.8323

webFCE.com | info@webFCE.com
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Completing a
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is Fast, Comprehensive and Easy as 1•2•3

ENTER PATIENT INFO

Easily complete your patient’s medical history
and other demographics.

webFCE has built in search tools
for all DOT occupations, FDA
medications, ICD-9 and ICD-10
codes, medical and surgical history
options – all of which can be tailored
to your patient.
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CONDUCT THE TEST

Conduct a 1-day, 2-day or job-specific (DOT)
Functional Capacity Evaluation.

webFCE includes standard batteries
of strength, balance and functional
activities, plus optional outcome
questionnaires, cardio-respiratory
measures, full-time work tolerances
and consistency of effort. All
calculations are done for you,
and many sections are optional,
allowing you to create exactly the
type of report you need.
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As a bonus – every component of
webFCE includes helpful guidance,
decision aids, test descriptions and
peer-reviewed references.

PRINT THE REPORT

Your detailed, referenced webFCE report
builds while you complete the patient’s FCE.

The 20-page + report automatically
includes all the data from the test,
calculations for tolerances and
outcomes, explanations for every
battery, and detailed references
for every test, metric and outcome.
All you have to do is click Generate
Report and it’s done.

The comprehensive report includes
your logo, electronic signature and
clinic information. It’s easy to forward
electronically or to print; you can have
confidence using a webFCE report in any
medical, insurance or legal setting.

